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Learning Outcomes

 Conjugation, Cross Conjugation and Hyper Conjugation

 Bonding in Fullerene

 Tautomerism and types of Tautomerism

 Aromaticity in Benzenoid and Non Benzenoid Compounds

 Alternate and Non alternate hydrocarbons

 Huckel’s Rule and Aromaticity, Antiaromaticity, Homoaromaticity

 Aromaticity in Annulenes

 Crown ethers and Cryptand Complexes

 Catenanes and Rotaxanes

 Inclusion compounds and Cyclodextrins













Cross Conjugation :

Definition : It is a special type of conjugation in which set of three pi bonds 

which are present in a molecule, only two Pi bonds interact with each other 

by conjugation but third one is excluded from interaction. Such type of 

conjugation is called Cross Conjugation.

3-Methylene Penta 1,4 Diene (Dendraline) : 

Here X & Z as well as Y & Z are conjugated but 

X & Y is not in conjugation condition. Means X 

& Z involve in conjugation then Y is not 

involve. Similarly if Z & Y involve in conjugation 

then X is not involve. Such type of 

phenomenon is called cross conjugation.















FULLERENE STRUCTURES



 https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=%23comparisonof

conjugation

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=%23

OrganicChemistry

https://youtu.be/csEyiUNZ7CI

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=%23comparisonofconjugation
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=%23OrganicChemistry
https://youtu.be/csEyiUNZ7CI


TAUTOMERISM

















Aromaticity of Benzenoid and Non       
Benzenoid Compounds



Aromaticity of Benzenoid and Non 

Benzenoid Compounds







Aromaticity of Non benzenoid 

Compounds
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CH2

A B

Which of these is aromatic?

A) Is aromatic.  Count the number of pi bonds in 

the outer ring.  A has 5 which means 10 pi 

electrons, 4(2)+2=10.  While B has 6 pi bonds 

and 12 pi electrons, 4(3)=12.  Doesn’t meet the 

Huckel rule requirements for aromaticity.
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Is this compound aromatic or antiaromatic?

Antiaromatic – cyclic, planar, conjugated , but does not meet 

Huckel’s rule.

4 doulbe bonds and 2 triple bonds so 4(2) + 2(4)=16 pi 

electons.  4n+2 or 4n?  4(4)=16




















